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1 - the plan

(time period: Hyrule as a teen)

Orange eyes flickered in greed, a smile slowly crept across Gannondorfs lips.

“Hyrule!” the dark king summoned the swordsman.

“yes my lord” a tanned figure stepped out of the shadows letting his blue hair follow him.

“I wish ruling of a new village, no. a planet, I discovered a portal to a place called “Ever Last” there a
light queen and Dark king feud over land, I wish this land to be my own, but…there is something in the
way, another swordsman with great skill, he protects the land and forced me from gathering further
information” the dark king eyes narrowed to a thin line as the image of the young boy crossed his
memory.

“And you wish me to defeat him?” the boy was clattered in armor and looked ready for anything, he was
muscular but not disgustingly so, he was strong but still kept a bishonen figure. His hair ran down his
back almost butt length, long and flowing with different shades of blue streaming through making his hair
as beautiful as water.

“yes, you carry rare skill in the sword, I will lead you there and we shall capture him leaving the first
defense down for the planet, then I shall start a full out battle between the light and dark side so that
both destroy each other, rendering both forces useless and unable to fight me!” the king grinned again
thinking of the possibilities.

“we shall attack at dawn, he sword trains at some old runic place, that is where I first saw him.” at that
the two split to get a nights worth of sleep. Hyrule had confidence in himself, but he knew it wouldn't be
that easy. He felt the silk blankets sweep across his finger tips, he smiled loving the feeling, as he
stripped himself of his armor and slid into bed thinking of what the next morning was to bring.

“Why can't it just be easy?”
“I don't know…”
“Don't ever let go, please”
“I wont… I promise”
“…I love you”

Hyrule's eyes slowly opened to find the voices leaving, just seeping into a memory he was soon to
forget. He stood up yawning making sure to equip his armor correctly and making sure his blade was at
it's best.

The dark king was soon to meet with him for a short breakfast and a quick leave. The two arrived at a
jungle type place with vines wrapping around stone and tree alike.

“this is where the portal is, now, follow” Gannondorf made sure to follow his steps carefully from the
previous day. Soon enough they came across a swirling light mixed with mainly blue and pink color
shades.

“Now we step through” Hyrule nodded at the gesture that Gannondorf made.

Cherry blossom peddles flew by the two, both surrounded in beauty, the ground was stone like with a
pattern around the edges but the middle was flat the total surface must have been half a football field.

“he's over there Hyrule, I heard of him to be the best swordsman of the land…show him other wise”

“I will” Hyrule grinned at the idea of an opponent that might possibly be worthy of his time.
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The two were so caught up in talking that they didn't even notice a boy with long blonde hair pulled into a
long brade wavering sword through out the hair in a graceful manner, with such skill and ease.

“who's there” the boy turned to the two who now grew puzzled, his eyes blue holding innocents yet a
skill, a grown up look like he had seen what didn't need to ever be seen.

Gannondorf stepped forward.
“I'm the Geruedo King Gannondorf and this is-“ before he could finish his sentence Hyrule interrupted.
“I'm Hyrule, and I believe you are in the way of something that you shouldn't be in.”

Dark Knights eyes went from friendly to slightly angry, his muscles tensed, knowing a battle would take
place. Dark Knight was shirtless and exposed he was only there to practice, he was less muscular than
the other but he held his own, he wore baggy black pants for easy movement and his hair in a braid so it
didn't get in the way.
“I don't think you wise to say such a thing..” Dark Knight still glaring.

“I Gannondorf wish to rule this planet, it's very majestic a perfect place for my heavenly hell”

“you wish to challenge me then?” Dark Knight looked pissed even at the thought that someone wished
to take his home away from him.

“I plan to challenge you” Hyrule stepped forward.
“and to make if fair..” he began to drop his armor. The young Hyrule was left in a tunic like shirt
embroidered in silver characters along the edges, and light like leather pants with boots just past his shin
made in brown leather.

“fine then so be it” Dark Knight unsheathed his sword letting the sun rays bounce of the perfect blade.
“shall we?”

the two boys took charge each countering each others attacks and keeping a fast pace. After an hour or
so the two finally took a final stand, A bright light from the clash of the swords could be seen for miles
the sound shattered Gannondorfs ears. The two boys stood across from each other with swords forced
against one on the other.

Hyrule's eyes met Dark Knights, for a moment time seemed to stand still. Dark Knight seemed to be
hypnotized, that is when Hyrule broke the eye contact and sent Dark Knight on his back thrusting his
body on the smaller one making sure he couldn't get up, he covered his mouth and held the sword the
blondes throat. Both boys sweating from the fight seemed to not move. Hyrule had won.

The blonde was tied up and lead into the portal and back to Gannondorfs castle.

Why?
I'm sorry…
I can't be what you died for me to be..
I'm sorry
Can you forgive me?
Mother, I love you.

Dark Knights eyes opened first at a blur then he realized he was in a bed.
“I must of passed out”
he sat up and realized he was nude.

“WHAT THE?!?” he shouted. Hyrule entered..
“we were un a wear of what weapons you might have hidden on yourself” Dark knight looked up to the
half nude body of Hyrule.
“I want to take you” Hyrule's words slide out so easily.
“I wont let you” Dark Knight glared
“you mean just like you wouldn't let me win the sword fight, I shall win this battle too love” Hyrule's face
was with in kissing range of the young boy.
“n-no just stay away from me!” Dark Knight felt nervous and slightly shook. Hyrule's hands gripped the
blankets on either side of Dark Knight leaning even closer making their noses touch, Dark Knight slide
back until Hyrule was onto of him.

Dark Knight felt Hyrule growing hard as the two exchanged body heat.

“I will have you..”

Hyrule forces his lips upon Dark Knights, kissing him roughly, splitting Dark Knights tightly closed lips,
weakening them until they opened. Hyrule could feel Dark Knights resistance dying as he too gave into
the pleasure, growing hard himself.
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